Splintered SDS sketches year's plans

MIT's Cambridge expansion target for regular SDS action

By Joseph Kasah

In its first political action of the year, the MIT chapter of SDS will circuit a petition opposing the city's forthcoming expansion into Cambridge.

This action came as a result of discussion of the nature of SDS and the issues with which it is concerned. In recent quarters of the administration, the view has been expressed that fraternities are the system's centerpiece, both in determining whether fraternalists are viable economic entities, and to establish a new format of Residence Orientation which has been compared to a "head house" and to establish for itself a new point of view. The newly-formed colony of Pi Kappa Alpha, rushing for the first time, had ten pledges by late Friday and will be definitely operational as a living group first term.

PD-8 computer theft forces Phi Mu Delta reorganization

By Reid Ashe

An August 11 raid by the Campus Patrol which netted stolen Institute property reportedly valued in excess of $25,000 has led to drastic reorganization of Phi Mu Delta fraternity, the fraternity from which the stolen property was recovered. Mike Koth, "house president," explained in a Thursday evening interview that Phi Mu Delta's former image as a "head house" and to establish for itself a new point of view. The newly-formed colony of Pi Kappa Alpha, rushing for the first time, had ten pledges by late Friday and will be definitely operational as a living group first term.

There was some feeling that the freshments were able to make their living group choices under less pressure and that the choices would be correspondingly better. As a result, however, expressed frustration as freshments spent much more time in dormitories and in Boston than has been typical in the past, thus greatly increasing the uncertainties of rushing from the freshness point of view. The newly-formed colony of Pi Kappa Alpha, rushing for the first time, had ten pledges by late Friday and will be definitely operational as a living group first term.
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RL attacks war research

By Greg Berenheit

Speaking on behalf of the new-trained Rosas Luxemburg Stu- dents for a Democratic Society, IAP Michael Albert stated the group's intentions to act against MIT war research until "the cost of keeping it is higher than the cost of ending it."

The remarks were made at an organizational meeting of the Rosa Luxemburg SDS, leaders reported that it out-got from 40 fresh interested in joining.

Over 250 people attended the organizations' meeting of the Rosa Luxemburg SDS; leaders reported that it out-got from 40 fresh expressed interest in joining. The accompanying rent would appear on the ballot.
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The ideological disputes that pit the national Students for a Democratic Society into two camps this summer at Chicago surfaced at the meeting as members of the MIT SDS, the first